U.S. AIR FORCE
ORACLE ENTERPRISE
SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT (ESLA)

OVERVIEW
The Air Force Oracle ESLA provides an unlimited license agreement for a core set of Oracle technology products and consolidates the vast majority of the Air Force’s core technology maintenance stream. Oracle Advanced Customer Services are available as well as a catalog with established discounts for Oracle core technology products during the term of the contract. The ESLA will allow for improvements in Oracle license management, will accommodate use of Air Force Oracle software in a joint environment, and will replace multiple Oracle products approaching end-of-life.

Eligible entities on the ESLA include the US Air Force, including SAF Pentagon, except for the following entities which are excluded from the definition as used herein (“excluded entities”):

- SCI and/or Special Access Programs/Special Access Requirements (SAP/SAR)
- USTRANSCOM
- USCYBERCOM
- USSTRATCOM – J2 functional areas, Joint Functional Component Commands (JFCCs), Joint Task Force Support Command (JTFSC)
- Combatant Commands (J2 functional areas)
- Air Force A2 Intelligence Systems, and Air Force Intelligence Surveillance and/or Reconnaissance (AF-ISR) components including but not limited to AF-DCGS
- Military Intelligence Program (MIP) and National Intelligence Program (NIP) funded Air Force Programs outside of A2.
- “Internal and external business requirements” as authorized by the agreement shall exclude the Air Force intelligence mission.
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Air Force Mythics License Orchestrator (MLO)
Under the terms of the ESLA, the Air Force will use Mythics License Orchestrator (MLO) as a centralized enterprise portal to request, acquire and effectively manage the Air Force’s portfolio of Oracle products.

All authorized parties looking to leverage the Oracle ESLA Agreement:
• Go to https://usaf.mythics.com
• Create a user account with your .mil email address.
  You will be notified when your account has been approved.

Highlighted features of the Air Force MLO include:
• Facilitating ordering by Air Force users via online forms accessible by desktop and mobile devices.
• Standard but customizable validation and approvals via a robust workflow management process and system.
• Powerful reports and dashboards on utilization, install base and cost avoidance.
• Centralized repository for all contacts, documentation, FAQs and deliverables associated with the contract.

ESLA Offerings
Unlimited Deployment Programs:
• Oracle Database and Database Options:
  • Oracle Database Enterprise Edition
  • Oracle Advanced Security
  • Oracle Partitioning
  • Oracle Real Application Clusters
  • Oracle Database Vault
  • Oracle Diagnostics Pack
  • Oracle Tuning Pack
  • Oracle Database Lifecycle Management Pack
  • Oracle Data Masking and Subsetting Pack
• Oracle Fusion Middleware Products:
  • Oracle WebLogic Suite
  • Oracle WebLogic Server Management Pack Enterprise Edition
• Oracle Identity Management & Security Products:
  • Oracle Key Vault – Server
  • Oracle Enterprise Identity Services Suite
  • Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall
• Oracle Business Intelligence Products:
  • Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher
• Oracle Compute Cloud Service
• Oracle Java Cloud Service
• Oracle Compute Cloud Service

Available Cloud Services*:
• Oracle Database Cloud Service
• Oracle Database Backup Service
• Oracle Storage Cloud Service

*The above Oracle Cloud Services are provided via the ESLA through 2/28/2018

About Mythics
Mythics is an award-winning Oracle systems integrator, consulting firm, managed services provider and Platinum level member of Oracle PartnerNetwork representing Oracle product lines across cloud, software, support, hardware, engineered systems and appliances. Mythics delivers technology solutions serving the Federal Government, State and Local Governments, Commercial, Higher Education, Utilities and Healthcare sectors and is a trusted partner to organizations worldwide. For more information visit: http://www.mythics.com
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